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PROJECT OVERVIEW

Goal: create a companion app for the city of Milford,
Connecticut's government website (ci.milford.ct.us) with an
exclusive focus on the needs of the city's residents. 
 
The app will function as an on-the-go resource for residents to be
connected with their city and conduct common government-related
business, such as paying taxes, submitting public works requests,
learning voting information, and contacting representatives. 
 
The app will attempt to integrate these government-related functions
with more community-related functions, such as events,
transportation needs, activities, and supporting local businesses, as
this is the way residents view their overall experience of living in a
city. A resident may want to renew a library book or find a local
restaurant to eat dinner at on the same day they report a pothole to
Public Works. Why not help them do all of this in one app dedicated
to improving the resident experience? If Milford is the "Small City with
a Big Heart" then this app should help residents feel its pulse.
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52,970 residents
51.1% female, 48.9% male
22.4% are under the age of 18
5.9% are 18 to 24
31.7% are 25 to 44
25% are 45 to 64
14.9% are 65 or older
Median age is 44.7
Median household income is $89,151
Per capita income is $44,598
6.1% of residents are below the poverty line

All residents of Milford, Connecticut
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TARGET AUDIENCE
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Online submissions of payments and requests for 

Discovery of local events and businesses
Delivery of various types of city communications,
including emergency alerts, street closures, event
reminders, etc.
Initiation of contact with local municipal departments
and representatives from all levels of government
Planning of transportation and activities within the city
Centralization of digital access to resident resources,
including library catalog/account, recreation, and adult
education class registration

     city government records and services

PRIMARY FUNCTIONS
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INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE
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Information architecture design began by mapping the current
Milford municipal website. The current site map provided an
overview of all resources and content that the city offered online.
The IA of the site was then redesigned as seen in the proposed site
map in order to better identify content applicable specifically to
residents. The proposed site map served as a jumping-off point for
the requirements of the app's proposed site map.
 
The app's IA boils down the resident-related content in the city's
website to focus largely on action items, such as the tax payment
portal and Public Works request form. These action items, although
present, were obscured on the site amongst copious copy. That
copy has largely been left out of the app. Should users need
deeper, detailed information they can be referred to the proper
place on the main website or reach out to the related department
via communication features in the app. 
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USER FLOWS
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With the proposed site map, users flows were created using
personas. The 3 scenarios created for the user flows involved
some of the more complicated yet common experiences users
might have on the app: paying taxes, submitting a request to
Public Works, and searching and making a reservation at a local
restaurant.
 
Since these 3 flows ended up being similar, a good portion of the
process for doing dozens of other tasks on the app was
understood through them. The flows introduced the ideas of multi-
route navigation for tasks as the preferred IA design whenever
possible in order to better accommodate the wide spectrum of
users the app will have. It is expected that a user pool made up of
all residents in a city will vary in technological fluency and comfort.
Meeting the expectations of as many types of users as possible
was determined to be the key to adoption and success of this app.



GEORGE

Age: 68
Education: High school
Occupation: Navy (Retired)
Residency: Born and raised in
Milford and most of his family still
resides there.

TERESA

Age: 49
Education: Bachelor's Degree
Occupation: Small Business
Owner
Residency: Has lived in Milford for
18 years with husband and kids.

LENA

Age: 29
Education: PhD student
Occupation: College instructor
Residency: Moved to Milford 6
months ago and does not have
family in the area.

PERSONAS
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GEORGE

"As a lifetime resident of Milford,
I need to submit service requests
to Public Works so that I can
help do my part in keeping the
town maintained and proud."

TERESA

"As a small business owner in
Milford, I need a directory of
other Milford-owned restaurants
and businesses so that I can be
sure to always eat, shop, and
support local."

LENA

"As a new, busy resident of
Milford, I need to pay my taxes
online so that I can avoid
standing in line at the Tax
Collector's office during limited
business hours."

USER STORIES
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USER SCENARIOS

George usually has coffee with a few old Navy
buddies at a local diner every Saturday. As he
was leaving the diner this morning he hit a large
pothole in the road outside for the third time. He's
concerned it's going to cause damage to his or
someone else's car or even an accident. The last
time he called in a traffic light being out to Public
Works, they told him he could use the Resident
app to make reports without having to wait on
hold. Since the Public Works office is closed on
the weekends, he drives home and gets out the
iPad his kids bought him for Christmas and that
he uses for reading a lot, searches for Milford in
the App Store, and downloads the Resident app.
He's not the most confident with technology, but
he's willing to try the app out so he can get the
report filed today before he gets distracted and
forgets for a third week in a row.

Teresa met her friend Carol for a walk on the
beach this morning. The two of them discussed
how long it's been since they've seen each other
and how they want to try to make more of an
effort to get together. They decided to plan a
dinner date for the following weekend. Teresa is
an owner of a small clothing boutique and gift
shop in downtown Milford so, she knows how
important it is to support her fellow local business
owners. As a result, Teresa suggested they make
plans to eat at a locally-owned restaurant,
perhaps one neither of them have tried before.
She'd heard a new customer at her store say
they'd discovered it on the Milford Resident app
so, Teresa had previously downloaded the app
but not used it yet. She's excited that it might be
able to help her and Carol easily find and choose
a local restaurant while still on their walk.

Today Lena received her first vehicle property tax
bill in the mail from Milford. Since she's always
rented her homes and lived in states without
vehicle taxes, this is her first time paying property
taxes. The contents of the bill say she can pay
online or in-person at the Tax Collector's Office
Monday through Friday from 8 am to 4 pm. Lena
is busy teaching classes at a local university and
with research and meetings for her PhD program
during these times. She decides to download the
Milford Resident app mentioned in the bill in order
to pay her taxes online from home that very
evening. She's a little nervous about the process
and frustrated she has this new civic
responsibility, but she's hoping the app will make
it as quick and painless an experience as
possible.

LENA GEORGE TERESA
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USE CASE: Pay a tax bill

USER FLOW 1: LENA
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USE CASE: Submit a Public Works service request

USER FLOW 2: GEORGE
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USE CASE: Find, select, and make a reservation at a local restaurant

USER FLOW 3: TERESA
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LOW-FIDELITY PROTOTYPES

Exploration of UI design began with low-fidelity paper prototyping.
The focus, though, was to produce an interactive prototype for use
in the first round of usability testing focused on gaining user
insights regarding the app's navigation. 
 
The 3 scenarios outlined in the user flows were built in full for this
prototyping round. There was also interest in exploring and testing
some of the special features included on the app's site map so live
chat, contact, and the interactive map were also sketched.
 
The biggest decision made during paper prototyping was to forgo
unique home screen content and focus the home screen on
presenting the app's global navigation. This decision was made
after a content audit of the municipal website revealed there was
not unaddressed content types left that warranted appearance on
the home screen nor were there resources available to generate
and update any new content types for the home screen. 17



Users start on a home screen that serves as the main
navigation with icons for each menu category and header
and footer icons all together, enabling them to bypass the

normally irrelevant home screen content and get straight to
their desired area of the app in fewer clicks

Chat feature, represented by the common symbol of a
conversation bubble, allows users to live chat with different

city government departments for quick inquiries and
questions

Search icon is always available at the top of the screen since users
read top to bottom. Users can quickly find what they need and go
directly there no matter where they are in the app

City logo icon takes users straight back to home
screen/main navigation from anywhere in the app so they

are never at a dead end or lost

Main navigation categories appear similar to app icons on the home
screen immediately upon the app opening.This avoids the need for
users to search for a hamburger menu icon, click it, then view
categories and click again. This saves time and eliminates 1 click
when using the main navigation

Contact feature, represented by the envelope symbol,
common to email, allows users to send longer form

messages, official inquiries, or after-hours messages to city
government departments and government representatives

The alerts feature, represented by the common symbol of a bell, is
the home for all emergency alerts and other types of community
alerts. Users can choose what kinds of alerts they receive via a
settings mode in this section of the app

The maps feature, represented by the common symbol of the map
pin, allows users to view and filter locations and other resources on
an interactive map of Milford

The community calendar feature, represented by the common
symbol for calendar, allows users to view, search, save, and
RSVP for a wide range of events throughout Milford

HOME SCREEN GUIDE

Users can interact with areas in blue
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USER FLOW 1 VIA "PAYMENTS & REQUESTS"

Users start on a home
screen that serves as
the main navigation
with icons for each
menu category and
header and footer
icons all together,
enabling them to
bypass the normally
irrelevant home
screen content and
get straight to their
desired area of the
app in fewer clicks

Users select the
"Requests & Payments"
menu category

Users are presented a
screen with options
categorized under

"Requests & Payments"

Users can choose
to view and pay

their taxes

Users  choose "Taxes"

Users are presented
a screen with all tax
related information

Or users can contact
the tax collector or

assessor

Users can interact with areas in blue
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USER FLOW 1 VIA "PAYMENTS & REQUESTS"

If users choose to
contact the tax
collector or assessor,
they are presented
the contact screen,
and the flow
continues the same
from here as via
Contact 

If users choose "View
and Pay Taxes", they
are presented the
"Search Tax Records"
screen and the flow
continues the same
from this point as via
Search

Users select the
search bar

Keyboard slides
up and users

enters last name
or list #

Users can interact with areas in blue
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USER FLOW 1 VIA "PAYMENTS & REQUESTS"
Users can interact with areas in blue

Or users can
select their tax bill

If users choose
their bill, they are

presented a screen
with their bill

details 

If users choose
"View Payments"

they will see a 
screen listing all

previous payments
on the bill

Users are presented
the search results

Or users can
make a payment

Users can
conduct a new
search if results
are unhelpful

Users can view
payment history on
the bill

Or users can get a
copy of the bill in case
they've lost it
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USER FLOW 1 VIA "PAYMENTS & REQUESTS"
Users can interact with areas in blue

Users can choose
to save or print
the pdf

If users choose to
save or print the PDF,

a menu with options
to do so on their

device will slide up 

If users choose
"Make A Payment"

they will be
presented a screen

to input payment
information

If users choose "Get
Copy of Bill" they will
be presented a
screen with a PDF of
their bill
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USER FLOW 1 VIA "PAYMENTS & REQUESTS"
Users can interact with areas in blue

Users can choose the
payment method and
a dropdown menu of
options will appear for
them to choose from

If users click the "?"
next to CVV, a pop up

box will visually
explain what a CVV is.

Users can click the X
to close the box

If users click any of the
other fields, a

keyboard will slide up
for them to input

information
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USER FLOW 1 VIA "PAYMENTS & REQUESTS"
Users can interact with areas in blue

Users are
presented a screen
to confirm payment

information

If users click to see
disclaimer, the

disclaimer text will pop
up in a box. Users can

read the text or close
the box with the X 

Users click "Continue"
when finished
inputing information

Users must check
to agree to the

payment disclaimer

Users can click to
see the payment
disclaimer
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USER FLOW 1 VIA "PAYMENTS & REQUESTS"
Users can interact with areas in blue

If users choose to
save, print, or email

their receipt, a menu
with options to do so

on their device will
slide up 

If information is
correct, users can
submit the payment
and, if not, users can
return to the "Payment
Information" screen to
make changes via
"Edit"

If users submit
payment
information, they
are presented a
screen with a
receipt for their
payment that they
can choose to save,
print, or email
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USER FLOW 1 VIA SEARCH
Users can interact with areas in blue

Users start on a home
screen that serves as
the main navigation
with icons for each
menu category and
header and footer
icons all together,
enabling them to
bypass the normally
irrelevant home
screen content and
get straight to their
desired area of the
app in fewer clicks

Users select the
Search icon

Users are presented
the search screen

Users select the
search bar

Keyboard slides
up and users
enter search

terms
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USER FLOW 1 VIA SEARCH
Users can interact with areas in blue

Or users can
select the most
relevant result

Users are presented
the screen to search

tax records to find the
tax bill they wish to

pay 

Users are presented
the search results

Users are presented the search tax
records screen and the flow continues
the same from here as via "Requests
and Payments"

Users can
conduct a new
search if results
are unhelpful
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USER FLOW 2 VIA "PUBLIC WORKS"
Users can interact with areas in blue

Users start on a home
screen that serves as
the main navigation
with icons for each
menu category and
header and footer
icons all together,
enabling them to
bypass the normally
irrelevant home
screen content and
get straight to their
desired area of the
app in fewer clicks

Users select the "Public
Works" menu category

Users are presented a
screen with options
categorized under

"Public Works"

Users choose
"Report a Problem"

Users are presented
a screen with the

form for reporting a
problem to Public

Works
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USER FLOW 2 VIA "PUBLIC WORKS"
Users can interact with areas in blue

Users choose the type
of problem they want to
report from a dropdown
menu of options

Users choose any
other field and a
keyboard slides up
for them to input
information

Once all fields are
completed, users

can submit the
report

29



USER FLOW 2 VIA "PUBLIC WORKS"
Users can interact with areas in blue

Users are presented
a confirmation screen
after submitting their
report

Users can submit
another report if they
need

30



USER FLOW 2 VIA "PAYMENTS & REQUESTS"
Users can interact with areas in blue

Users choose "Report a
Problem to Public
Works"

Users start on a home
screen that serves as
the main navigation
with icons for each
menu category and
header and footer
icons all together,
enabling them to
bypass the normally
irrelevant home
screen content and
get straight to their
desired area of the
app in fewer clicks

Users select the
"Requests & Payments"
menu category

Users are presented a
screen with options
categorized under

"Requests & Payments"

Users are presented
a screen with the

form for reporting a
problem to Public

Works and the flow
continues the same

from here as via
"Public Works" 
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Users start on a home
screen that serves as
the main navigation
with icons for each
menu category and
header and footer
icons all together,
enabling them to
bypass the normally
irrelevant home
screen content and
get straight to their
desired area of the
app in fewer clicks

PAYING TAXES FLOW VIA SEARCH

Users select the
Search icon

Users are presented
the search screen

Users select the
search bar

Keyboard slides
up and users
enter search

terms

USER FLOW 2 VIA SEARCH
Users can interact with areas in blue
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Or users can
select the most
relevant result

Users are presented
the search results

Users can
conduct a new
search if results
are unhelpful

Users are presented
a screen with the

form for reporting a
problem to Public

Works and the flow
continues the same

from here as via
"Public Works" 
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USER FLOW 3 VIA "THINGS TO DO"
Users can interact with areas in blue

Users start on a home
screen that serves as
the main navigation
with icons for each
menu category and
header and footer
icons all together,
enabling them to
bypass the normally
irrelevant home
screen content and
get straight to their
desired area of the
app in fewer clicks

Users select the "Things
To Do" menu category

Users are presented a
screen with options
categorized under

"Things To Do"

Users choose
"Restaurants"

Users are presented
the main

"Restaurants" screen

Users can apply filters to
search for a restaurant

Or users can browse the
full list of restaurants
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USER FLOW 3 VIA "THINGS TO DO"
Users can interact with areas in blue

If users choose to
filter restaurants, they
will see a screen with
all filter options

Users select the
category of restaurant

from a dropdown menu

Users can choose a
distance to search within

Users can slide to
choose the price
range they prefer
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USER FLOW 3 VIA "THINGS TO DO"
Users can interact with areas in blue

Users can choose the
time they want to go to

the restaurant

Users can choose to
search around their
current location or a
specific address, such
as their home

If users choose
"Address" a new
field will appear for
them to enter the
address and when
tapped a keyboard
will slide up
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USER FLOW 3 VIA "THINGS TO DO"
Users can interact with areas in blue

Users can choose
what day they would
like to go to the
restaurant

Once all desired
filters are applied,
users click search

Users are presented
a screen with all

results that they can
scroll through, sort,

and/or choose to
return and edit filters

for better results
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USER FLOW 3 VIA "THINGS TO DO"
Users can interact with areas in blue

Users can choose to
sort results in multiple
ways with a dropdown
menu

When users touch a
restaurant dot on the

map, its information will
appear below the map

Within each
restaurant's

information users can
choose to get

directions via the map
feature, or request a

reservation at that
restaurant

If users choose " View
On Map", a map with
all results will appear
and they will be able

to touch each
restaurant dot option

on the map
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USER FLOW 3 VIA "THINGS TO DO"
Users can interact with areas in blue

If users choose to
request a reservation,
they will be presented
the restaurant
reservation form with
their chosen
restaurant selected

A keyboard will slide up
when users tap to input
information in each field

When all fields are
completed, users can
submit their
reservation request

After users submit their
request, they will be

presented a confirmation
screen, Further

communication will come
directly from the

restaurant once they
receive the email with the

request
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USER FLOW 3 VIA "THINGS TO DO"
Users can interact with areas in blue

If users choose to
view all restaurants,
they will be presented
a screen with the full
list of options instead
of just the filter results

Users can choose to
sort results in multiple
ways with a dropdown

menu
When users touch a

restaurant dot on the
map, its information will
appear below the map

If users choose " View
On Map", a map with
all results will appear
and they will be able

to touch each
restaurant dot option

on the map

Users can choose
"Make A Reservations"

and the flow will
continue as on page 39 
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USER FLOW 3 VIA MAP
Users can interact with areas in blue

Users start on a home
screen that serves as
the main navigation
with icons for each
menu category and
header and footer
icons all together,
enabling them to
bypass the normally
irrelevant home
screen content and
get straight to their
desired area of the
app in fewer clicks

Users select the Map
icon

Users are presented a
screen with an

interactive map of
Milford

Users can choose
which categories

of locations
appear on the

map

User can tap a
location dot on
the map for more
information

Users can also find
specific locations or
businesses via the

search function
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USER FLOW 3 VIA MAP
Users can interact with areas in blue

If users choose the
search function, a
keyboard will slide up
for them to input
information

Information on a restaurant will
appear below the map after users
tap on its location dot on the map

User can choose "Make A
Reservation" and the flow will
continue from here as via
"Things To Do"
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USER FLOW 3 VIA SEARCH
Users can interact with areas in blue

Users start on a home
screen that serves as
the main navigation
with icons for each
menu category and
header and footer
icons all together,
enabling them to
bypass the normally
irrelevant home
screen content and
get straight to their
desired area of the
app in fewer clicks

Users select the
Search icon

Users are presented
the search screen

Users select the
search bar

Keyboard slides
up and users
enter search

terms
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USER FLOW 3 VIA SEARCH
Users can interact with areas in blue

Or users can
select the most
relevant result

Users are presented
the search results

Users can
conduct a new
search if results
are unhelpful

Users are presented
the main

"Restaurants"
screen and the flow
continues the same

from here as via
"Things To Do" 
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LIVE CHAT
Users can interact with areas in blue

Users start on a home
screen that serves as
the main navigation
with icons for each
menu category and
header and footer
icons all together,
enabling them to
bypass the normally
irrelevant home
screen content and
get straight to their
desired area of the
app in fewer clicks

Users select the Chat
icon

Users are presented a
screen with options to
start a chat and view

previous live chats

Users can choose
which government

department they
would like to chat

with from a
dropdown menu
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LIVE CHAT
Users can interact with areas in blue

When a chat is
stated, users will be
presented a
conversation screen

When users tap to
chat, a keyboard

will slide up
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CONTACT
Users can interact with areas in blue

Users start on a home
screen that serves as
the main navigation
with icons for each
menu category and
header and footer
icons all together,
enabling them to
bypass the normally
irrelevant home
screen content and
get straight to their
desired area of the
app in fewer clicks

Users select the
Contact icon

Users are presented
the contact screen,

Users choose who they
want to contact and a
dropdown menu with
options is presented
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CONTACT
Users can interact with areas in blue

When users choose
other fields, a
keyboard slides up
for them to input 
 information

After submitting,
users are presented
a confirmation page

Users submit their
information once they
are finished with all
fields

48



USABILITY TESTING

Paper prototype usability testing was designed to explore and understand how
users navigate through the app. During this testing, 2 sessions were conducted
in which users were asked to complete 4 tasks using low-fidelity paper screens
depicting the steps for each of these tasks as outlined earlier in user flows.
 
Because of social distancing guidelines in relation to COVID-19 in place at the
time of testing, sessions were conducted remotely using Zoom video
conferencing. The Prototyping on Paper (POP) app was used to deliver the
prototypes to users digitally. The prototype users interacted with can be viewed
by clicking the image at right or at https://marvelapp.com/72aaa71
 
The goal of this testing was to collect insight on any missing or confusing
elements in the app design at this stage and identify areas of navigation in the
app that are in need of changes and improvement. User insights are an
important element of a successful iterative design process. By starting testing
early and repeating it often during prototyping the chances for project refinement
and successful launch increase.
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TESTING SCRIPT

the session, I will try to answer. I may not be able to right away, though,
because we really want to know how someone would use the app when they
don't have others to help them out. If you still have questions at the end I'll try to
answer them then. And if at any point you need to stop and take a break just let
me know.
 
With your permission, I would like to record our session today. This recording
will include what you will be doing on screen with the app as well as our video
conversation here. This will be used as a reference to help us make
improvements to the app and for members of my team who can't be with us
today. That, and I don't have to take as many notes while we're talking. Is this
ok with you? 
 
(Wait for verbal permission then start recording the Zoom call)
 
Great! Do you have any questions so far? 
 
(Address questions)
 
Wonderful! Before we begin, I have a couple quick questions for you.
 
First of all, what do you do for work?
 
What kind of mobile devices do you use regularly to access the internet? A
smartphone? A tablet? And do you know what the brands of these devices are?

Hi,___________. My name is Kim and I'm going to be working with you for
today's session. 
 
First of all, thanks for taking the time to help us out today. We're asking
people to try out a new app we're making in order to learn if it works the way
we planned. In our session today I'll be asking you to complete a few tasks
using the app, which should not take more than an hour of your time.
 
The most important thing to remember throughout the session is that we are
testing the app, not you. You can't do anything wrong or make a mistake. So,
if you have any difficulties at any point during the tasks know that you are
actually helping us to identify areas we can improve and ensure the app is
easy to use for everyone.
 
The only thing I ask is that you think out loud as you do things on the app. It
really helps us to hear what you are thinking, looking at, and what you are
trying to do as you go. Also, it's ok to be honest. It won't hurt our feelings if
you don't like or understand something. Honesty helps us make the app
better.
 
If you have a problem, and would like to ask me a question during

50



Do you have any other devices you use to access the internet?
 
Do you think you use these more or less than your mobile device(s)
 
On your mobile device(s) what apps do you think you use the most?
 
What do you use these apps for?
 
Which one would you say is your favorite app to use?
 
Ok, thanks! Now it's time to move on to doing things. I've just sent you a link in
the chat. If you could open that and then share your screen with me that'd be
great. The share button is the green button next to the chat button in the menu.
Feel free to take time to close any programs or windows you'd like before
sharing your screen with me
 
(Send testing link in the chat and wait for screen to be shared, Make sure
there is nothing obscuring the app screen or faces for recording
purposes. Ask politely for any needed adjustments before beginning)

First, could you just look at the screen without clicking on anything and give me
your first impressions. How does it make you feel? What do you think this app
is built for? Who do you think will use it? What do you think they will use it for?
Feel free to just tell me anything and everything you're thinking.
 
(Allow user to continue for 2-3 minutes)
 
Thanks! Now I'm going to give you some specific tasks to do on the app. If you
could do these tasks without using search that would be very helpful for us. I'll
read aloud what you need to do and I'll also send a written copy of the task to
you via the chat for reference. Just remember to think out loud as you do these
tasks. Here's the first one.
 
(Read and send the first task. Let user continue with the task until it does
not produce value or they become frustrated.  Continue through the other
3 tasks in the same manner.)
 
Thanks! That was all very helpful. Do you have any questions before we're
finished?

TESTING SCRIPT (cont)
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TASK 2: REPORT A POTHOLE

Use the app to let the city know about a big
pothole in the street outside your house.

TASK 1: PAY A TAX BILL

Use the app to pay your annual property tax
bill that you received in the mail today.

PREDICTED STEPS USER TAKES
Chooses "Requests and Payments"
Chooses "Taxes"
Chooses "View and Pay Taxes"
Searches tax records by last name
Finds bill with last name
Chooses "Make Payment"
Enters payment information
Confirms info, accepts disclaimer, and submits payment
Reads confirmation page
 Saves, prints, or emails payment receipt

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

PREDICTED STEPS USER TAKES
Chooses "Public Works"
Chooses "Report A Problem"
Chooses "Pothole" as the type of problem
Completes the required fields
Submits the report
 Reads the confirmation page

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

TASK LIST 
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TASK 4: START A LIVE CHAT WITH ANIMAL
CONTROL

Use the app to ask Animal Control if they have
seen or picked up your missing dog.

TASK 3: MAKE A RESERVATION AT A
LOCAL ITALIAN RESTAURANT

Use the app to make a reservation at a local
Italian restaurant for dinner with friends.

PREDICTED STEPS USER TAKES
 Chooses "Things to Do"
 Chooses "Restaurants"
 Chooses "Filter Options"
 Chooses "Italian" as category, "Evening" as time, and
"Saturday" as day and applies filters
 Chooses "Make a Reservation" on a search result
 Enters information in the reservation form and submits
 Reads confirmation page

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

PREDICTED STEPS USER TAKES
 Chooses Chat icon on bottom navigation
 Chooses "Animal Control" from list of who to chat with
 Views messaging screen that opens
 Reads greeting message
 Chooses the text bar
 Types message
 Sends message

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

TASK LIST (cont)
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Session 1 Session 2

Also available at https://youtu.be/mG8s8ZEwde8 Also available at https://youtu.be/5lTjNd0Zr5c

TESTING VIDEOS
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Overall users in both testing sessions described the app as friendly and easy to navigate.
Most of the big struggles or delays in them completing tasks came from the limited
functionality of the prototype itself and the need to imagine certain state changes and
interactive elements that would naturally exist in a fully coded prototype or final product.
Themes and suggestions included:

INCLUSION OF THE CHAT FEATURE

Both User 1 and User 2 were able to complete the task of reporting a problem to Public Works
via different routes. User 1 did it via "Requests and Payments" and User 2 did it via "Public
Works." This suggests the design of multi-route navigation for this and perhaps other less
clearly categorized tasks is needed in order to make the app's navigation align with the
mental models of a wider section of users.

Both User 1 and User 2 expressed particular interest and pleasant surprise at the offering of a
live chat feature. Neither seemed to struggle to use it and both commented on the familiarity
of the dialogue bubble icon representing it in the bottom navigation. User 1 pointed out with
excitement how the option to upload and send a photo of his dog in the chat feature could
actually be more helpful in finding out if Animal Control had seen it. Even though email also
exists as a communication method in the app, this feedback seems to indicate that investment
in a chat feature to allow more immediate communication could enhance user experience.

MULTI-ROUTE NAVIGATION

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
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In both sessions, the users somewhat questioned whether to look for restaurants under
"Things To Do" in the main navigation. They both recognized it as the most likely category in
the menu through a quick process of elimination, but User 2 chose to take the much less
expected route of searching for restaurants through the map feature first. Only when he could
not make a reservation there because of a malfunction of the prototype did he return home
and successfully complete the task through "Things To Do." The label "Things To Do" seems
to create more hesitation in users than the other navigation labels explored in the tasks, but it
does not cause outright confusion. A possible revision of labeling here might speed up
decision making for users.

User 2 seemed particularly interested in the map feature. He suggested it would be an
interesting option to be able to choose a location in the map function to initiate a report about
a problem to Public Works. He asked at the end how "Get Around" and the map feature would
differ. Could the map feature be linked/integrated into that category? Could other actions,
such as those under "Requests and Payments" be integrated into the map function based on
the location of city departments, etc. the way he suggested for Public Works requests?

"THINGS TO DO" LABELING

INTEGRATION OF MAP FEATURE ACROSS THE APP

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
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Logo on whiteLogo on dark

Milford Blue Sea Gray Horizon Gray
#2C407F #454F63 #7C7B7B

STYLE TILE
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Following usability testing, high-fidelity screens were developed using Adobe XD.
XD was chosen over industry competitor Sketch because of existing designer
knowledge and access to Creative Cloud as well as the advantage of integration
with project files from other Adobe programs. Sketch and InVision, however, offer
the advantage of easily adding device skins to prototypes, which is especially
important for presentation needs. As a result of this missing feature in XD, a
solution for better presentation outside the Adobe programs was required.
Overall, though, the differences in the actual experience of building and
prototyping the design in XD versus Sketch was determined to be minimal.

HIGH-FIDELITY PROTOTYPES

Photo credits: Nancy Wierzbicki

PROCESS

Testing revealed the need to clarify the "Things To Do" category in the global
navigation. In the high-fidelity prototypes, this category has now been split into 2:
"Activities" and "Restaurants & Businesses". 
 
Review of the testing sessions also revealed the unnecessary nature of some of
the screens in low-fidelity prototyping. For example, the landing screens that
came before users made a tax payment or viewed restaurants did not have a
strong content strategy for existing in the app, besides as conduits for these
tasks. These were eliminated from the high-fidelity renderings.

WHAT CHANGED
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HIGH-FIDELITY PROTOTYPES

Photo credits: Nancy Wierzbicki

Navigation on the app was also slightly amended to allow for more access and
discoverability of the home screen and global navigation. A home button is now
in the bottom navigation. In the upper left corner, the logo now links to a slide-out
menu of the global navigation categories. This menu also includes links to the
city's social media and website, the app settings, terms, and privacy information.
Consideration of these categories was discovered to be missing from the low-
fidelity prototypes.
 
Great attention was paid to include native UI elements for iOS. In the low-fidelity
prototypes, dropdown menus were often used, but upon review of this choice in
high-fidelity, they seemed out of place. All dropdown menus were changed to
slide-up iOS picker menus.
 
In reaction to feedback from usability testing, a phone option was added to the
live chat feature, similar to voice call options in messaging apps such as
Messenger and WhatsApp. The hope is this, along with video chat, can cover
multiple types for live communication needs on the app, as well as simply
accommodate users who prefer phone communication.

VIEW PROTOTYPE
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PROTOTYPE WALKTHROUGH

Also available at https://youtu.be/p7PSpks3RfA
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Magnifying glass indicates search and bell indicates
app alerts, present throughout app

Tapping city logo icon reveals side menu with global
navigation, social media and website links, app

settings, terms and privacy info

8 global navigation categories available as icons 

Lower navigation contains links to the home screen,
contact, chat, map, and calendar features, present
throughout app

HOME SCREEN GUIDE
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APP ICON & SPLASH SCREEN

Users launch the app
using the Milford logo
app icon

Splash screen appears
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HOME SCREEN & SIDE MENU

Users are presented the
home screen containing
global navigation

Tapping the upper left
logo icon reveals the
global navigation also
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SEARCH

Users tap the
magnifying glass
icon in the upper
right corner

User can select
from recent
searches or tap
the search bar to
start a new search
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CONTACT

Users tap the
letter icon in the
bottom menu

Users tap the top
field to choose
who they want to
contact and a
picker menu slides
up
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CONTACT

Users tap on the
other fields to get
keyboards and put
in information

Users finish filling
out all fields and
tap the submit
button
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CONTACT

The button fades
until the message
has been
submitted

Users are shown
a confirmation
screen and can
tap the button to
save the
confirmation
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LIVE CHAT

Users tap the chat
bubble icon in the
bottom menu

Users can view
previous chats or
start a new chat
by tapping the top
field to reveal a
picker menu
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LIVE CHAT

Users are greeted
in a new chat with
a pre-built
message

Users can choose
the phone icon in
the lower left
corner for a voice
call or tap the
lower bar to type a
message
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LIVE CHAT

Messages will
appear in
chronological
order in the chat
window

User can tap the
upper left arrow to
return to the chat
screen and new
conversations will
appear in the chat 
list
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MAP

Users tap the map
pin icon in the
lower menu

An interactive map
screen appears
and users can tap
the search bar to
find a specific
place or route in
town
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MAP

Users tap the filter
button next to the
search bar to
choose the
categories they
want to appear on
the map

Users tap the map
dots to reveal info
about that place,
including the
option to call via
the phone icon
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MAP

Users tap the map
pin icon to get
directions from
their current
location

Users tap the i
icon to view more
information about
that place
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USER FLOW 1 VIA "PAYMENTS & REQUESTS"

Users tap
"Payments &
Request" category
in the global
navigation

The "Payments &
Requests" menu
appears and users
choose "View &
Pay Taxes,
revealing the tax
bill search screen
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USER FLOW 1 VIA "PAYMENTS & REQUESTS"

Users toggle to
choose search by
last name or by
list number and
tap the search bar
to type search
terms

Users tap their bill
from the search
results list and the
bill details screen
appears 
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USER FLOW 1 VIA "PAYMENTS & REQUESTS"

If users tap "Save
Bill" they will be
able to save,
email, print, etc. a
pdf of their bill

If users tap
"Payment History"
they will be able to
review all payments
made on the bill and
save confirmations
of them also
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USER FLOW 1 VIA "PAYMENTS & REQUESTS"

If users tap "Add
to Cart" a number
icon will appear on
the top right
shopping cart icon

If users tap the
cart icon they can
review or remove
bills in the cart,
and tap the
payment button to
input payment info
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USER FLOW 1 VIA "PAYMENTS & REQUESTS"

Users tap the top
edit button to
change the
amount they want
to pay from the full
balance

Users tap the
payment type field
to make their
choice from the
picker menu
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USER FLOW 1 VIA "PAYMENTS & REQUESTS"

Users tap the
other fields for a
number keyboard
to input card info

Users can tap the
question mark in
the CVV field and
in the zip code
field for more
details on what's
required
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USER FLOW 1 VIA "PAYMENTS & REQUESTS"

If users tap
"Disclaimer" they
can review the
payment
discaimer info

Users check the
box to agree to
the disclaimer, tap
the continue
button, and can
review their info
for errors. They
can tap "Edit" to
fix any
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USER FLOW 1 VIA "PAYMENTS & REQUESTS"

After tapping
"Submit
Payment", the
sending button
fades while the
payment is
submitting

A confirmation
screen appears
and users can
save a
confirmation of
their payment
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USER FLOW 2 VIA "PUBLIC WORKS"

Users tap the
"Public Works"
category in the
global navigation

The "Public
Works" menu
appears and users
tap "Report a
Problem" to start a
report
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USER FLOW 2 VIA "PUBLIC WORKS"

Users tap the
other fields for a
keyboard to input
information
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Users tap the
"Type of Problem"
field to make a
choice from the
picker menu



USER FLOW 2 VIA "PUBLIC WORKS"

Users tap the
submit button

The submitting
button fades while  
the submission is
completing and
then a
confirmation
screen appears
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USER FLOW 2 VIA "PUBLIC WORKS"

Users can tap
"Submit Another
Report" to return
to the beginning of
the process or
"Save Report
Copy" to get a pdf
of their report
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USER FLOW 2 VIA "PAYMENTS & REQUESTS"

Users tap on
"Payments &
Requests" in the
global navigation

The "Payments &
Requests" menu
appears and users
tap on "Report A
Problem" and the
flow continues as
via "Public Works"
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USER FLOW 3 VIA "RESTAURANTS & BUSINESSES"

Users tap on
"Restaurants &
Businesses" in the
global navigation

The "Restaurants
& Businesses"
menu appears
and user choose
"Restaurants"
revealing a screen
listing all
restaurants in the
city
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USER FLOW 3 VIA "RESTAURANTS & BUSINESSES"

Users can toggle
between "All
Restaurants" and
Filters"

Under "Filters"
users can choose
the category of
restaurant they
want and the price
range
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USER FLOW 3 VIA "RESTAURANTS & BUSINESSES"
Users can interact with areas in blue

Users can filter
results according
to their current
location or an
address

Users can choose
the radius around
their chosen
location and day
and time
preferences for
when they want to
eat
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USER FLOW 3 VIA "RESTAURANTS & BUSINESSES"

Users tap to see
results based on
their chosen filters

Users tap the top
menu field to
change how they
view their results
from a list of
options
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USER FLOW 3 VIA "RESTAURANTS & BUSINESSES"

If users choose
"Map View" all
results will be
displayed as dots
on a map of the
city 

Users tap on dots
to reveal info on
that restaurant,
including a map
pin icon that,
when tapped,
displays directions
from their current
location
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USER FLOW 3 VIA "RESTAURANTS & BUSINESSES"

If users choose
the i icon on the
map view or the
restaurant listing
from the list view,
the restaurant info
screen will appear 

Users can tap the
phone icon to call
the restaurant for
reservations or tap
the bell button to
submit a
reservation
request in the app
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USER FLOW 3 VIA "RESTAURANTS & BUSINESSES"

If users choose to
submit a
reservation
request, they tap
the top field to
enter their name

Users select a
preferred date and
time from a picker
menu, choose
email or phone for
contact
preference, and
tap submit
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USER FLOW 3 VIA "RESTAURANTS & BUSINESSES"

The sending
button fades while
the request is
being submitted

A confirmation
screen appears
and users will
receive further
information from
the restaurant
outside the app
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REFLECTIONS & NEXT STEPS

High-fidelity prototyping revealed the importance of visual design supporting the
user experience. These renderings were the first time ideas from these 2 design
areas came to live together for the project. It can be easy when first transitioning
to high-fidelity prototypes to get caught up in how good something looks instead
of how good an experience it offers. The aesthetic of the app was an important
consideration during prototyping, but never overrode the overarching goal of
offering quick and intuitive navigation for users, as was vetted in usability testing.
 
The city of Milford, Ct offered good source content for building high-fidelity
prototypes from the beginning of the project which made this stage of the project
very exciting to embark on. However, it was very useful to have a firm outline of
the information architecture and navigation design from the low-fidelity prototypes
as a guide for this stage. Making the baseline choices as well as UI elements and
content choices all at the same time would have been inefficient and led to less
focus on UX design.
 
Another round of testing with these prototypes would be valuable to learn how
users respond to this design direction and whether the aforementioned
navigation changes have improved the ease of use of the app. It would also be
valuable to learn if any design choices introduced in the high-fidelity stage had an
impact on the user experience, positive or negative. 95
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